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Final report: Laser modified fibres
Unduloid-reinforcing carbon fibres were produced using controlled laser irradiation which resulted in
expanded and ablated regions along the fibre axis, Figure 1 [1, 2, 3]. These modulated carbon
fibres were created at predetermined regions, and their diameters were locally increased up to 53%,
forming outward taper angles of up to 1.8° and tested mechanically demonstrating that the majority
of the single fibre stiffness, in tension, was maintained. When modified single carbon fibres were
embedded into a compliant matrix and pulled-out, extensive ploughing from the taper ends
contributed to a ~7-fold increase in work of pull-out compared to the as-received carbon fibres
(Figure 2).
Subsequently, fibres could be laser modified multiple times along the fibre axis and be used to
increase the strain-to-failure of composites. Expanded fibre regions would break, and the tapered
ends which are formed would then mechanically interlock with the matrix and resist fibre pull-out.
High powered laser treatment is a promising route to generate tapered carbon fibres, translating a
key geometric feature of natural composites to the current state-of-the-art structural materials.

Figure 1. Laser irradiated carbon fibres and the various shapes produced.
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Figure 2. Modified single fibre pull-out tests from a compliant matrix.
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